WMU Department of History APPROVAL FORM FOR GRADUATE COURSES NOT IN HISTORY

Student’s name: ____________________________________________ WIN: _____________________________

COURSE No. & TITLE

CRN  CR HRS  TERM

Registration by History graduate students for classes taken outside the History Department at the 5000-, 6000-, and 7000-levels requires a rationale explaining why History department offerings are not being taken and describing how the course will support the student’s program of study. Course work in the class should require readings and written work, as appropriate, commensurate with graduate coursework in the History Department. A separate document may be attached if the space below is not sufficient.

Rationale:
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________

Other coursework already taken outside the History Department should be listed here:

COURSE #  CRN  CR HRS  TERM
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________

Signature of student  Signature of supervising professor

Signature of Director of Graduate Studies